
Stance In three words Goal Definition Competencies Metrics

1. Organizational 
Refactorer

Reduce 
accidental 
complexity

Reduce friction throughout the organization 
and make it easier for people to do their jobs; 
a “clean” organization

Like refactoring in programming, refactoring is a 
technique for restructuring an existing work 
environment by altering its internal structure without 
changing its external behavior. Small “kaizen” 
changes.

• Blocker clustering
• Sense and respond
• Kaizen
• Poka-yoke (mistake 

proofing)

• Blocker Age
• Support load
• Truck/lottery number
• Management Support score (“My manager provides me with the support that I need to complete my work.”)

2. Strategy Deployer Leader-Leader 
culture

Enable everyone to use all their skills and 
experience to pull together, with a common 
goal of escaping turbulence and reaching 
safety; aligned autonomy and a leader-leader 
culture.

Setting direction and providing clarity of mission to 
foster organizational improvement in which solutions 
emerge from the people closest to the problem.

• Leader back briefing
• Catchball
• Vision setting
• Enabling constraints

• Personal overtime
• Permission requests
• Meeting:Deep Work ratio
• email per day, vacation interruptions
• Goal Setting score (“At work, I know what I'm expected to deliver.”)
• Alignment score (“I understand how my work supports the goals of my team.”)
• Autonomy score (“I’m given enough freedom to decide how to do my work.”)

3. Anzeneer Make safety 
prerequisite

Create psychological safety throughout the 
organization to enable high performance and 
innovation; protecting people frees them to 
take risks and unlocks their potential.

Literally, “safety engineering.”  Protect people by 
establishing safety in everything from relationships 
to workspaces, codebases to processes, products to 
services.

• Safety check
• Active listening

• Psychological Safety Score
• Innovation Quotient (3M)
• Public-service announcements
• Failure parties 
• Loyalty score (“If you were offered the same job at another organization, how likely is it that you would stay here?”)

4. Environmentalist Passion for 
“terroir”

Ensure that the work system is in balance for 
long-term sustainability and growth

Holistically (re)creating and stewarding the 
environment in which people grow, with particular 
awareness of context or organizational “terroir”

• Double-loop learning
• Systems Thinking

• Employee/teammate retention
• Environment score (“My physical work environment contributes positively to my ability to do my job.”)
• Accomplishment (“Most days, I feel a sense of accomplishment from what I do.”)
• Challenging score (“I have the opportunity to do challenging things at work.”)
• Engagement score (How likely is it that you would recommend this as a place to work?”)
• Fit score “At work, I have the opportunity to use my strengths every day.”

5. Coach Enable over do Build a resilient organization Teaching others to be leaders and building an 
organization that can sustain its success even when 
he or she is not around.

• Active listening
• Pairing
• Coaching

• Coachees
• Successes of proteges
• Truck/lottery number for your job/job resilience (who else can do your job?)
• Solo:Paired work ratio

6. Experience Designer Design for 
engagement

Improve employee engagement and promote 
flourishing

Consciously creating meaningful interactions 
centered on the employee, with particular focus on 
intrinsic motivation (mastery, autonomy, purpose); 
“alleviating people’s problems and bringing them 
joy”

• Experience design
• Psychological flow
• Personas and empathy 

mapping
• Poka-yoke (mistake 

proofing)
• Entry and Stay 

Interviews

• Employee Engagement Score
• Employee/teammate retention
• Growth score (“I feel that I’m growing professionally.”)
• Career Path score (“I see a path for me to advance my career in our organization.”)
• Meaningful Work score (“The work I do is meaningful to me.”)

7. Experiment Curator Foster learning 
culture

Allow ideas that are not useful to fail in small, 
contained and tolerable ways and to help the 
organization make decisions in situations of 
high uncertainty

Model and celebrate behaviors and create the 
environment for employees to learn and share 
learning through experimentation; create a place for 
others to learn.

• Enabling constraints 
and explicit freedoms

• Declaring SETT (Safe 
Enough To Try)

• Experiments per month
• Time to validated learning
• Psychological Safety Score 
• Intelligent failures, learnings
• Performance score (“I get enough feedback to understand if I’m doing my job well.”)

8. Flow Manager Optimize the 
whole

Encourage the delivery of value across the 
organization.

Optimizing end-to-end flow of value in the system; 
making visible and looking after wait flow as much 
as work flow; actively reducing dependencies; 
managing the system for smooth, fast flow, rather 
than utilization.

• Kanban Method
• Blocker clustering
• Flow metrics
• Systems Thinking

• Organizational work-in-progress
• Initiative Throughput 
• Initiative Delivery Time
• Workload score (“The demands of my workload are manageable.”)
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